
Firework Extravaganza Necklace
Project N2091
Designer: Kat Silvia

Celebrate with a dazzling firework extravaganza!  This necklace features Swarovski crystals in a patriotic red, white, and

blue color palette.  It's a glamourous way to celebrate the magic of fireworks. 

What You'll Need

Swarovski Crystal, 6748 Edelweiss Pendant 28mm, 1 Piece, Crystal

SKU: SWCR-6246

Project uses 1 piece

Swarovski Crystal, 5328 Bicone Beads 4mm, 24 Pieces, Crystal

SKU: SWBI-1400

Project uses 9 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 5328 Bicone Beads 4mm, 24 Pieces, Light Siam

SKU: SWBI-1485

Project uses 8 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 5328 Bicone Beads 4mm, 24 Pieces, Capri Blue

SKU: SWBI-1423

Project uses 9 pieces

Silver Plated Bulk Chain, 8.5x4mm Bubble Links, Sold By The Foot

SKU: CHA-0402

Project uses 28 Inches

Beadalon Silver Plated 4mm Slider Pinch Bail For Gemstone & Crystal Pendants (6)

SKU: FCO-4002

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 12mm (6)

SKU: FCL-4715

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 4mm 21 Gauge Thick (100)

SKU: FJR-5140

Project uses 18 pieces

Silver Plated Head Pins 1 Inch/22 Gauge (50)

SKU: FHP-5314

Project uses 11 pieces

Silver Plated Open Eye Pins 22 Gauge 1 Inch (x50)

SKU: FHP-6265

Project uses 15 pieces
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Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 6mm 20 Gauge (50)

SKU: FJR-5219

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5032] Beadsmith Wire Looping Pliers - Concave And Round Nose, [XTL-5514]

Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro

Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions

This finished design will give you a 19 inch necklace, with a small extender.  You can adjust the length simply by adjusting the length of chain.

1. Begin by making all the components of this necklace.

2. Take the pinch bail and close it around the hole of the edelweiss pendant.  Set aside.

3. String one crystal bicone on to one head pin.  Make a simple wire loop.  Trim the excess wire.  Set aside.  Repeat this step with 3 crystal, 3 light siam,
and 4 capri blue bicones.

4. String one crystal bicone on to one eye pin.  Make a simple wire loop.  Trim the excess wire.  Set aside.  Repeat this step with 4 crystal, 5 light siam, and
5 capri blue bicones.

5. Cut a length of chain, with exactly 45 bubble links, which is approximately 18 inches long.  The bubble links need to be exact to have the center of the
necklace hang correctly.  So if you adjust the length keep in mind the center link.

6. With the remaining length of chain, you will separate bubble links from their adjoining jump rings.  You need 26 links.

7. To assemble the necklace you will be opening the simple wire loops, the same as you would a jump ring.  (Please see photo for reference).

8. Take the long piece of chain and lay it out in from of you.

9. Count in towards the center 18 links.  Using the 4mm jump rings; Open one jump ring and attach one bubble link on the outer loop to the center of the
bubble link in the chain.  To the bottom of this link, attach one light siam on a headpin.

10. Moving towards the center one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one crystal eye pin, one bubble link and one carpi blue headpin.

11. Moving towards the center one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one blue eye pin, one bubble link, one siam eye pin, one bubble link and
one crystal headpin.

12. Moving towards the center one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one crystal eye pin, one bubble link, one blue eye pin, one bubble link,
one siam eye pin, one bubble link and one blue headpin.

13. Moving towards the center one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one siam eye pin, one bubble link and one crystal headpin.

14. Moving towards the center one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one blue eye pin.  Attach one 6mm jump ring to the end of the eye pin
and loop it thru the pinch bail with the edelweiss on it.

15. Moving in the same direction by one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one crystal eye pin, one bubble link and one carpi blue headpin.

16. Moving in the same direction by one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one siam eye pin, one bubble link, one crystal eye pin, one bubble
link, one blue eye pin, one bubble link and one siam headpin.
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17. Moving in the same direction by one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one crystal eye pin, one bubble link, one blue eye pin, one bubble
link and one siam headpin.

18. Moving in the same direction by one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one siam eye pin, one bubble link and one crystal headpin.

19. Moving in the same direction by one bubble link, attach one bubble link, followed by one blue headpin.

20. Move all the way, in the same direction, to the end of this chain and attach one lobster clasp using a 4mm jump ring.

21. Move to the other end of this necklace.  To create the chain adjuster, simply link six 4mm jump rings together, followed by one bubble link and one
crystal headpin.

22. All done! 
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